According to a prominent search engine, a high-ranking site for Knock Knock joke aficionados lists these as among the funniest in their top ten:

4. Knock knock.
   Who’s there?
   Interrupting cow.
   Interrup-MOOOOOOOOO!

8. Knock knock.
   Who’s there?
   Cows go.
   Cows go who?
   No, cows go moo!

10. Knock knock.
    Who’s there?
    Interrupting doctor.
    Interrup-You have cancer.

Bette B feels these entries are unfunny. To be honest, she doesn’t get numbers 4 and 10 at all. And why the focus on cows? This she finds mysterious, adding fuel to her developing interest in animal metaphors and vaccines.
She decides to invent her own infinitely regressive loopy version of what was most likely never a humorous joke format. A fan of the doggedly ambiguous, her contribution to the form is similarly unfunny but nonetheless leaves her mildly amused.
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(ad infinitum)